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1. Introduction 
In order to obtain an indication of the behavior of numerical schemes when applied to 
hyperbolic problems in a region where the solution is smooth one studies the performance of the 
method on problems where Fourier analysis can be applied. As an example one usually considers 
the pure initial-value problem of the constant coefficient equation u, = cu, on the real line. If the 
exact solution is very smooth the question arises whether the discretizations can take full 
advantage of this smoothness. Unfortunately stability, which is necessary for the convergence of 
the schemes, limits their accuracy (order, error constant). The relation between accuracy and 
stability has been studied for the following three types of discretizations of hyperbolic problems: 
(1) Fulldiscretizations, (2) Semidiscretizations, (3) Timediscretizations of semidiscretizations. 
Since a survey of the results concerning (3) has been given in Jeltsch, Nevanlinna [9] we shall 
treat here full- and semidiscretizations only. An early result for fulldiscretizations has been given 
by Strang [15] in the sixties. A large step forward was then made early in the eighties, when one 
started to introduce proving techniques from the theory of methods for initial value problems of 
ordinary differential equations. Engquist and Osher [ll] used a variation of Dahlquist’s proof of 
the order two bound for A-stable linear multisteps. Iserles [4] adapted the order star technique 
introduced by Wanner, Hairer and Norsett [17]. In the sequel the order star technique proved to 
be most successful1 in giving accuracy bounds for semidiscretizations. By Iserles and Strang [5] it 
was then shown how results for semidiscretizations can be lifted to fulldiscretizations. 
In this article we give a survey of the accuracy bounds, bounds for order and error constants, 
for two-time level fulldiscretizations and for semidiscretizations. In order that the error constant 
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is invariant under artificial changes, such as suppressing output, we introduce the scaled error 
constant. One observes that the scaled error constant is a fair measure for the accuracy which 
takes the computational work per time step into account. This is very much similar to the scaled 
error constant in the theory of methods for initial value problems of ordinary differential 
equations, see Jeltsch and Nevanlinna [8]. Similarily one has to introduce the scaled stability 
interval. For simplicity we discuss this scaling in Section 2 for explicit fulldiscretizations only. In 
Section 3 we prove the accuracy bounds for explicit semidiscretizations using the order star 
technique. The presented proof is simpler than the earlier ones by Iserles [4] and Jeltsch and 
Strack [lo]. Using the technique of Iserles and Strang [5] we lift in Section 4 the results of 
previous section to explicit fulldiscretizations. In Section 5 we give the accuracy bounds 
implicit discretizations. It seems appropriate that the scaling is adapted to the impliciteness. 
For an order bound of stable multilevel schemes, see Strang and Iserles [16]. 
the 
for 
2. Explicit fulldiscretizations and scaling 
We shall consider discretizations of the initial value problem 
24(x, 0) given 
with a constant c 2 0. Let Ax, At be the stepsize in x- and t-direction, respectively. 
p = cAt/Ax 
is called the Cow-ant number. Then the explicit fulldiscretization has the form 
(2.1) 
(2.2) 
j= -_r (2.3) 
24 mO = u( MAX, 0) given, m-o, *1, &2 ,...) 
where u,, is hoped to be a good approximation to u(mAx, nAt). In most practical examples 
ai are polynomials in p. We shall more generally assume that ai are analytical functions in 
p for p > 0 and aj E C’[O, cc). If is often more convenient to use the embedding 
V(x, t,) := u,, if mAx - $Ax 6 x < mhx + ~AX. (2.4) 
Then the fulldiscretization takes the form 
U(X, t + At)= ~ Uj(~)U(X +iAx, t) = r(~, T,,)U(X, t). (2.5) 
j--r 
Here we have introduced the shift operator 
T,,f(x) =r(x + Ax) 
and the characteristic function 
r(/&, z):= i Uj(j.l)Z’. 
j- -, 
(2.6) 
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The von Neumann condition leads immediately to the following stability definition, see e.g. 
Iserles and Strang [5]. 
Definition 2.1. The explicit fulldiscretization (2.5) is stable for p if and only if 
Ir(p, z)]< 1 for I.zI= 1. (2.7) 
Let jZ be the largest number such that (2.7) holds for all ~1 E [0, p]. Then [0, F] is called stability 
interval. 
To measure the accuracy of the scheme (2.5) we substitute the exact solution of (2.1) into (2.5). 
This leads to the 
Definition 2.2. The explicit fulldiscretization has order p(p) and error constant C(p) f 0 if and 
only if 
u(x, t + At) -r(p, T,,)u(x, t) = C(p)Atpf’i3pf’u/3tP+’ + O(AtP+‘). (2.8) 
In order to get a formulation of the order independent of u we expand in (2.8) with respect to 
AX and observe that 
Atp+lap+lU/at p+l = pP+l~xP+laP+lu/axP+l 
and 
U(X, t + At) = u(x + PAX, t) = T&u(x, t) 
where we have used powers of the shift operator T,, defined by 
Xf(x) =!(x + PAX). 
Lemma 2.3. The explicit fulldiscretization (2.5) has order p (p) and error constant C(p) if and onb 
if 
z”-r(p, ~)=~~+~C(~)(z-l)~+~+O((~-l)~+~j asz+l. 
Substitution of z = e”’ in (2.9) leads to the equivalent order conditions 
(2.9) 
--$ pm- i aj(p)jm = 
.i i i 
O 
for m=0,1,2 ,..., p, 
~p+lc(jL)zo for m=p+l. 
(2.10) 
j= -_r 
Since in practical problems one usually has nonlinear differential equations or at least a 
nonconstant c in (2.1) one is much more interested in the worst order of the scheme in an 
interval of ~1. Hence we define 
P := c$l~lP(cl) (2.11) 
as the order of the scheme. 
Since the left hand side in (2.10) is analytic in p it either vanishes identically on [0, F] or it is 
nonzero except for finitely many points. Hence p = p( p) except for finitely many points in [0, p 1. 
If for example ai are all linear in p one has p =p(p) except for at most two points. For 
example for the upwind scheme 
U(x, t + At) = (1 - p)U(x, t) +pU(x + Ax, t) 
one has F = 1 and p(p) = 1 for p E (0, 1) and p(p) = co for p E (0, l}. 
(2.12) 
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To explain the idea of scaling assume that the values Us,, have been computed once by the 
scheme (2.3). These numbers can be interpreted in the above frame work as arising from 
‘different’ schemes. But then the characteristic notions such as order, error constant and stability 
interval should be the same for these different schemes. For example assume only every m th time 
step is printed out. Then this ‘new’ scheme has an m times larger time step At, = mAt and the 
new Courant number is p,,, = rnp. The scheme has the form 
U(x, t+At,)=r(p, T,,)U(x, t+(m- l)At)=r”(p, T,,)U(x, t) 
= 5?l(PL,V T,N(% 0. (2.13) 
Hence its characteristic function is 
‘JV, z) = rrn(CL, z). (2.14) 
Therefore the stability interval of the new scheme is m times larger, i.e. ji, = mp. In order to 
obtain a notion of stability intervals which is the same for the original and the new scheme we 
introduce the length of a scheme. 
Definition 2.4. Let 
r(P, z)’ i aj(P)zj 
j- -, 
be the characteristic function of an explicit fulldiscretization with a_,(p) s 0 and a,(p) S 0. 
Then 
I:= r + s 
is called the length of the scheme. 
Definition 2.5. Let [0, p] be the stability interval of an explicit fulldiscretization and 1 its length. 
Then [0, c ] is called the scaled stubilify interval, where 
p i= p/r. 
Let q be the order of the ‘new’ scheme and C,(p) its error constant. Then 
Z’“-rm(/lm, Z)=~4,+1c~(~,)(z-l)q+1+O((Z-1)q+2)=Zml’-P(~, z) 
= (zc- r(P, Z))(z(m-l)~ f Z(m-2)py + . . . +p-1) 
=rnj4 p+‘c(j.&)(z - l)p+’ + O((z - l)P+2). 
Hence q = p and 
C(P) = mPC,(ILJ* (2.15) 
While the order is invariant under the above transformation the error constant is not. Again we 
introduce a scaling. Observe that the new scheme where one time step A.t, consists of m time 
steps At of the original scheme needs m-times more work to perform one time step. Hence we 
should scale with the work done per time step or with something which is proportional to the 
work. Thus we scale again with the length 1. 
Definition 2.6. Let C(p) be the error constant of an explicit fulldiscretization of order p and I its 
length. Then 
@i) = PC(Ib), FE [o, p], 
is the scaled error constant. 
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Observe that this scaling is rather similar to the scaling used in numerical schemes for ordinary 
differential equations, see Jeltsch and Nevanlinna [8]. 
Let us test the scaled notions under another set of schemes. We start with (2.3) as original 
scheme and shorten the stepsize in x-direction by a factor m, i.e. Ax, = Ax/m. Then the 
Courant number and the length of the new scheme increases by a factor 111, i.e. CL,,, = mp, 
I, = ml. From 
U(x, t+At)=&,, &,_)U(x, 1) = ~(cL, T,,)U(x, t) = +L, T,“,_)U(x, t), (2.16) 
we find the new characteristic function 
r,(mp, 2) = r(/& zm>. (2.17) 
Clearly the scaled stability interval for the new scheme is the same as of the original one. For the 
error constant C,( p,) one finds 
C,(V) = C(P) 
and for the scaled error constants one has 
Cm(b) = mPC(fi), fi E [o, j?]. (2.18) 
Assume that Uk,, have been computed by the scheme (2.3) and the numbers are interpreted as 
arising from the above new scheme. But then the work per time step is the same for both schemes 
and it looks as if we should not have scaled the error constant by 1 and I,, respectively. However 
the interpretation that the work is the same assumes implicitely that the initial conditions are 
constant on the fine grid for m consecutive indices in x-direction, e.g. 
u(kAx+jAx,,O):=u(kAx,O) forj=l,2 ,..., m, FEZ. (2.19) 
In such a case the length of the scheme has been artificially increased and is therefore no 
appropriate measure for the work done. However, if the unusual assumption (2.19) on the initial 
conditions is dropped the new scheme (2.16) has to be evaluated at every gridpoint of the fine 
grid and the fine grid has m times more points. Thus the computations of one time step of the 
new scheme needs for arbitrary initial condition in fact m times more work. The increase of the 
scaled error constant by a factor mp just reflects this fact. 
Iserles and Strang [5, p. 7811 derive from a scheme given by r(p, z) with stability interval 
,G > 1 a new ‘shifted’ scheme r*(p*, z) by 
r*(p*, z) = z-%(/4* + 1, z). (2.20) 
Clearly the length of both schemes is the same while the stability interval is reduced by one, that 
is if F > 1 then p = F - 1. For the error constant C*(p*) and the order q one finds 
P p+lc(f.L)(z - 1)p+‘+ O((z - l)p+‘)= z”- r(p, z) 
=z(z t*-t*(p*, z))=p*q+‘c*(p*)(z- 1)q+‘+ o((z- 1)4cZ). 
Hence q = p and 
c*(p*) = (1+ l/p*)p+‘c(/&* + 1). 
For the scaled notions we have therefore 
&F-l/[ 
and 
C*(p) = (1 + l/rfi)P+‘Qi + l/1). 
(2.21) 
(2.22) 
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Hence the scaled notions are not the same. This is not a contradiction since the two schemes r 
and r* are truly different. In fact from 
r(j.l, 2) = zr*(p - 1, z) (2.23) 
we see that one time step of the r-scheme consists of one time step of the r*-scheme followed by 
a time step of length Ax/c with the exact solution. As an example consider the first order 
upwind scheme (2.12) with 
r(jJ, z)=l-jt++z, F=l. (2.24) 
If we divide artificially Ax by 2 we obtain by (2.17) 
r&t, z) = r($lL, z*>, F = 2. (2.25) 
If we compute r* corresponding to rZ we obtain 
r*(p, z) = z-lrz(p + 1, z) = i(l - p)/z + $(l + p)z, ii=l, (2.26) 
which is Friedrichs’ scheme. Clearly the schemes r, and r* are different. Hence we cannot expect 
that the notions of the scaled stability interval and scaled error constants are invariant under the 
‘shift’-operation given in (2.20). 
Observe that one can derive the scaled notions also from the idea of comparing two schemes. 
We exemplify this for the error constant. Let two schemes given by r, and r, of length I,, I,, 
order p and error constant C,(y), C,(p), respectively, be given. In order to be able to make a fair 
comparison the amount of work per time step should be the same. In order to achieve this we 
make I, steps of length At/l, with the scheme r, and I, steps of length At/l, with the scheme r,. 
This leads by (2.14) to schemes 
and 
rB(P, z) := rbl.(U~a, z) 
respectively. r, and r, have now both length 1,1, and hence they need the same amount of work 
to perform one time step. Hence we shall compare the error constants of rA, r, rather than those 
of ra, r,. Hence by (2.16) we would compare I;PC,(p/l,b) with ,,PC,(p/[,). But this is equivalent 
to comparing the scaled error constants /,PC,( 1,~) = C,( ,ii) and IbpCb( 1,~) = C,( ji). 
3. Explicit semidiscretizations 
3. I. Accuracy bounds 
In order to be able to prove accuracy bounds for fulldiscretizations we shall need similar 
bounds for semidiscretizations of u, = cu,. We consider (explicit) semidiscretizations 
du, 
-=k ,i (YjUk+j(t), t>O, u,(O)givenforkEZ, 
dt ,‘--r 
(3.1) 
of (2.1). Since uk( t) is hopefully a good approximation of u(kAhx, t) we use the notation 
T,,u/c(t) = u,+,(t)* 
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Hence using the characteristic function 
p(r) = C a,zj, 
j- -, 
we can write (3.1) as 
du, -= 
dt ~Peixbko. 
(3.2) 
The system of differential equations (3.2) is said to be stable if there is an estimate Ilu( t)jl < 
C(t)llu(O)ll h w ere C(t) is a function which is bounded independently of Ax and u, see e.g. 
Engquist and Osher [l]. Using Fourier transformation one can show in a standard proof that 
stability of (3.2) is equivalent o the following stability definition, see e.g. Engquist and Osher [l], 
Iserles 141, Richtmyer and Morton [ll]. 
Definition 3.1. A semidiscretization (3.2) is stable if and only if 
Rep(z)<0 forIzI=l. (3.3) 
Further we need some measurement for the accuracy. 
Definition 3.2. The semidiscretization (3.2) has order p and error constant c,,, if for all 
sufficiently smooth functions y(x) one has 
p(T,,)y(x) - Axy’(x) = c~~,(A~~‘~~y’~~~‘(x) + O((Ax)‘+*) (3-4) 
as Ax + 0 and c~+~ #0. 
By a standard proof one finds the following lemma, see Henrici [3, p. 2261. 
Lemma 3.3. The semidiscretization (3.2) has order p and error constant cP+ 1 if and on& if 
p(z) -log z = cp+l(z - l)p+’ -I- O((z - l)p+*) (3.5) 
asz-+l andc,+,#O. 
We can now state the main theorem of this section which gives the accuracy bounds. 
Theorem 3.4. If the explicit semidiscretization (3.2) given by p(z) is stable then one has 
p<min(r+s,2r+2,2s}. 
If, in addition, one has equality in (3.6) then the error constant c,,, satisfies 
(3.6) 
(3 *7) 
(3.8) 
(-l)‘+l~~+~ > ;zilij),! for s>r+2; 
~~+~=(-l)~~~(~+~~~~), if r<s<r+2; 
(- l)S-lcP+l Z ,,rt)i), for r 2 s. (3.9) 
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The bound (3.6) for the order p has been given in this generality by Iserles [4], for s = 1 by 
Strang [15] and for r = 0 by Engquist and Osher [l]. The bound p < r + s and equation (3.8) are 
due to the number of free parameters in p( 2). The formulas for p(z) with p = r + s are unique. 
These are the so called ‘methods based on differentiation’ in the linear multistep theory for 
ordinary differential equations and have been given in Henrici [3, p. 206-2081, and Iserles [4]. In 
[4] these formulas are called interpolatory formulas. Their error constants are given by (3.8). The 
bound (3.9) has been given in Iserles [4] while Jeltsch and Strack [lo] have shown (3.7). From 
(3.8) and (3.9) one sees that for a fixed s and r > s the error constant is minimal when r = s. 
However, for s 2 r + 2 the bound (3.7) is by a factor 1/(2r + 4) smaller than the error constant 
c,+i for s = r + 2. This suggests that for s z r + 2 the bound should depend on s too. For 
s = r + 3 this bound has been given by Jeltsch and Strack [lo]. 
Theorem 3.5. If the explicit semidiscretization given by p(z) with s = r + 3 is stable and has optimal 
order p = 2r + 2 then 
( -l)‘+*cP+i >, 
r!(r+ 2)! r+ 3 
p 
(2r+3)! 3r+6’ 
(3.10) 
The stable formula where equality holds in (3.10) is given in [lo]. 
3.2. Order star proof of Theorem 3.4. 
We shall give here an order star proof for the bounds p G min(2r + 2, 2s) and (3.7), (3.9) 
which is simpler than the ones given in Iserles [4] and Jeltsch and Strack [lo]. 
We shall need the following sets of rational functions 
R,= 
l 
PIP(Z)= i CX~Z’, ajE(w , (3.11) 
j---r i 
R~,={~]7,(z)=2p(z)/(z+1)withp~R,andp(-l)#O} (3.12) 
and 
R:: = R,, u R;,. (3.13) 
In analogy to Lemma 3.3 we say a function p E R” has order p and error constant c,+~ if (3.5) 
holds. Further we request for p E RyS instead of stability (3.3) only 
Rep(z for ]z]=l, z# -1. (3.14) 
We shall prove the bounds for the order and error constants by comparing the characteristic 
function p, which describes the semidiscretization (3.2) with the ‘optimal’ semidiscretization with 
(3.14) which is represented by a function cp with either ‘p E R,, or cp E R;,. This is done by 
considering the difference #(z) := p(z) - cp( z). If p and cp are both of order at least p then the 
difference p(z) has a root of at least multiplicity p + 1 at z = 1, i.e. 
~(z)=p(z)-~(z)=c(z-1)P+1+O(]z-llp+2) asz+l. (3.15) 
Following a suggestion by Hairer [2] we rather work here with G(z) instead of exp( #( z)) as was 
done in [lo]. This leads to the above mentioned simplifications. 
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We define the order star 
sZ:= (zEC]Re #(z)>O} (3.16) 
and denote its complement by 0’ = Q= \ a. Since J,(z) is a real rational function the order star is 
symmetric with respect to the real axis. Let D denote the unit disk D = (z E Q= 1 1 zI 4 l}. The 
following lemmata are stright forward modifications of the lemmata in [lo] and shall be given 
without proof. 
Lemma 3.6. L.et 52 be the order star of # E RyS. Then 4 satisfies (3.14) if and only if a 17 aD = 8. 
Lemma 3.7. Let AY? be the order star of a rational function 4 (z). Let J/(z) have a pole at to of order 
r then, as z tends to zo, s2 consists of r sectors of angles T/r adjoining to separated by r sectors of 0” 
adjoining to of the same angles a/r. 
Lemma 3.8. Let Q be the order star of q(z). Then \cI( z) has a root of multiplicity p + 1 at z = 1 if 
and only if, as z tends to one, Sz consists of p + 1 sectors each of angle IT/( p + l), separated by 
p + 1 sectors of AI”, each of the same angle. 
If $J satisfies (3.14), then we can define uniquely pi and CL, as the number of sectors of SJ 
approaching z = 1 and being inside and outside, respectively, of D. 
Lemma 3.9. For a + E RzS with (3.14) and a root at 1 of multiplicity p + 1 one has pi + ~1, = P + 1, 
Ipi-p-I,IGl,pG2Eli andp<k,. 
Further we need the following 
Lemma 3.10. Let a be the order star of JI E R:‘, and y c ai2 a closed Jordan curve. Then # has a 
pole on T. 
Proof. Assume the contrary, i.e. \c, is analytic in a connected region containing y. Let n be the 
outer normal and t the tangent in direction of the positive orientation. Assume first that 
Re 1c, > 0 to the left of y. Hence 8Re $/an c 0 and by the Cauchy-Riemann differential 
equations 
aRe $/an = Xm J//at, 
the imaginary part decreases when moving along y in positive direction. This is a contradiction 
since y is closed and # is analytic on y. If Re \c, < 0 to the left of y one obtains similarly a 
contradiction. 0 
proposition 3.11. Let q(z) E R, be stable. Then CL, < s. 
Proof. The arcs of a&? which start from z = 1 and move to the outside of D are by stability not 
allowed to go into D. Hence by Lemma 3.10 these have to move to z = 00, the only pole of 4 
outside of D. z = M is a pole of multiplicity s and hence by Lemma 3.7 at most 2s arcs move to 
z = cc. Hence EL,, G s. 0 
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Proposition 3.12. Let J/(z) E RyS satisfies (3.14). Then pi < r + 1. 
Proof. The arcs of i3r(2 which start from z = 1 and move to the inside of D are by (3.14) and 
Lemma 3.6 not allowed to go outside D. Hence by Lemma 3.10 these have to move either to 
z = 0 or possibly z = - 1 since these are the only possible poles of \cI in D. Since z = 0 is a pole 
of multiplicity r and z = - 1 a pole of multiplicity 1 we have by Lemma 3.7 at most 2r arcs 
movingtoz=Oandatmost2movingtoz= -l.Hencepi<r+l. Cl 
in order to prove the bound p G 2s and (3.9) we need the optimal formulas P,(z) in R,,. BY 
the order condition (3.5) we have for P E R,, 
z’p(z)-zz’log~=~~+,(z-1)P+1+O((z-1)P+2) forz-+l. (3.17) 
Hence if p >, r + s then 
ri-s 
Z’P(Z) = c qz - 1)’ (3.18) 
j-1 
where 
zr log z = E di’(z - 1)‘. (3.19) 
j-1 
For r = s we define P,(z) by 
zrP,(z) := i qzj+s := f d;(z - 1)‘. 
j--s j=l 
Clearly p Z 2s. 
(3.20) 
Proposition 3.13. The characteristic function p, given by (3.20) has order p = 2s, error constant 
1, = (- 1)“-‘(~!)~/(2s + l)! and satisfies Re p,(z) = 0 for IzI = 1. 
Proof. Substitution of l/z in (3.5) with p = p, and r = s gives 
-p,(l/z) = - i SYjzj= log z - c,+,(-~)~+~(z - l)‘+’ + O((z - l)‘+*). (3.21) 
j=-s 
Hence -p,(l/z) has at least order 2s. Since by (3.18) there is exactly one formula of order 
p 2 2s we have 
P,(Z) = -P,(W). (3.22) 
Thus for lz I= 1 one has 
G-I = P,(Z) = PAW) = - PA4 
and therefore 
Rep,(z)=0 for jz[ -1. (3.23) 
This establishes tability of this formula. The error constant 1, is easily obtained by substitution 
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of 
J(x)= ir (x--j), 
j=-s 
Ax = 1 and x = 0 in (3.4). Since 1, # 0 one has p = 2s. 0 
We can now prove 
Proposition 3.14. If the explicit semidiscretization given by p(z) has r > s and is stable then one has 
p < 2s. If, in addition, one has p = 2s then the error constant c,,, satisfies 
(-l)‘_‘c,+, N (3.24) 
and equality holds only if p, = p. 
Proof. We prove this result by comparing p to pS. Assume that p 2 2s and p # p,. Then 
~(Z)‘=p(Z)-p~(Z)=(c~r+~-I,)(z-l)2s+1+O(~Z-l/2’+2). 
I/I(Z) is stable since p is stable and (3.23) holds. Since q(z) E R,, we have by Proposition 3.11 
and Lemma 3.9 that c2s+l # 1,. We distinguish two cases. 
(i) s even: Assume that c2s+l - L, > 0. Hence 1 + E E a for E sufficiently small, E > 0. Hence 
~1, = s + 1 which is a contradiction to Proposition 3.11. Hence (- 1)s-*c2s+l > 16, I and therefore 
p = 2s and (3.24) holds. 
(ii) s odd: Assume that c2s+l - 1, < 0. Hence 1 + E E 0’ for E sufficiently small, E > 0. Hence 
p0 = s + 1 which is again a contradiction to Proposition 3.11. Hence ( -l)s-*c2s+l > 11, I and 
therefore p = 2s and (3.24) holds. 0 
In order to prove the bound p G 2r + 2 and (3.7) we need the optimal formula CJJJZ) in Ri,. 
By the order condition (3.5) we have for cp E R:, 
;zy z + l)cp( z) - $z’( z + 1) log z = cp+l( z - 1) p+l + o(Iz - llp+2) (3.25) 
forz+l. Henceif par+s then 
r+s 
$z’(z+l)cp(z)= CeJ(z-l)j 
j-l 
where 
$zr( z + 1) log z = E eJ( z - 1)‘. 
j-1 
Fors=r+lwedefine 
2r+l 
+zr(z + l)cp,(z) = C eJ(z - 1)‘. 
j-1 
(3.26) 
(3.27) 
(3.28) 
The following proposition is established in a similar way as we showed Proposition 3.13, see [lo]. 
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Proposition 3.15. The function ‘p, given by (3.28) has order p = 2r + 2, error constant K, = 
(-1) ‘+‘r!( r + 2)!/(2r + 4)! and satisfies Re cp,( z) = 0 for IzI = 1, z f - 1. 
By comparing a stable p with cpr one obtains in a similar fashion the bounds p G 2r + 2 and 
(3.7), see [lo]. Observe that equality does not hold in (3.7) since qr e R,, for any s. 
4. Accuracy bounds for explicit fulldiscretizations 
In this section we shall use the accuracy bounds for semidiscretizations to show the following: 
Theorem 4.1. If the explicit fulldiscretization (2.5) given by r( p, z) is stable for [0, ii], ji > 0 and 
r(0, z) = 1 then 
p<min{r+s,2r+2,2s}. (4.1) 
The scaled error constant has the form 
d’(P) = - +&+1+ O(P)) asF-+0. (4.2) 
If equality holds in (4.1) then 
(- l)‘+lcp+l > ;yi;,! for s z r + 2,(4.3) 
. 
~p”=(-l)‘-l(~+~~~~), ifr,<s,<r+2,(4.4) 
( -l)Yp+* >, (2jl:);), forr>,s. 
(4.5) 
The bound (4.1) for the order has been given by Iserles and Strang [5]. As with the 
semidiscretizations the bound p < r + s is due to the number of free parameters in the formulas. 
Strang [14] has shown that the maximally accurate schemes with p = r + s have [0, l] as stability 
interval provided that s = r, s = r + 1 or s = r + 2. Hence equality occurs in (4.1). Before giving 
the proof we observe that unfortunately not all fulldiscretizations satisfy r(0, z) = 1. As an 
example just consider Friedrichs’ scheme (2.26) where r*(O, z) = $(1/z + z). However, Friedrichs’ 
scheme has been derived in (2.26) by a ‘shift’ from a scheme r, which satisfies rZ(O, z) = 1. Using 
the idea of this ‘shift’ we obtain the 
Corollary 4.2. If the explicit fulldiscretization (2.5) given by r(p, z) is stable for [j, j + E], E > 0 
has length I and satisfies r( j, z) = zj with -r <j < s then 
p<min(r+s,2r+2+2j,2s-2j}. (4.6) 
The scaled error constant has the form 
i I 
1 j-1 
Cp+f =-=& ni lji + i P+l + o(a)) USp-,0. r-o lji+i+l 1 (Cp+l (4.7) 
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If equality holds in (4.6) then 
(r+j)!(r+j+2)! 
w)‘+i+lcp+l’ (2r+2j+4)r fors>,r+2, 
cp+l = (_ 1)“~‘-1 (r+;);(; T;I”! ifr<s<r+2, 
(- l)‘-i-lcP+l 2 ,,S’I,:;$ forr>s. 
(4.8) 
(4.9) 
(4.10) 
Since j may be negative, e.g. in Friedrichs’ scheme j = - 1, we have here implicitly assumed 
that r(p, z) is defined in [j, j + E]. 
Proof. Consider 
r*(p, 2) = z-jr(p +j, z). 
Clearly r*(p, z) is stable for 1-1 E [0, E], E > 0, r*(O, z) = 1, r* = r +j and s* = s -j. Applying 
Theorem 4.1 to r*(p, z) gives together with the transformation formula (2.22) immediately the 
desired result. 0 
One could obtain another corollary for schemes where r(0, z) # 1 but r(0, z) is a root of 
unity, i.e. rm(O, z) = 1 for some m E N. Then we apply Theorem 4.1 to rm( p, z) := rm( p/m, z). 
We leave the details to the reader. 
The proof of Theorem 4.1 follows the proof of (4.1) by Iserles and Strang [5]. We associate to 
the fulldiscretization r( El, z) its ‘derivative’ semidiscreti~ation 
P(Z) = a+, z)/M,-0. 
Then the following lemma is trivial. 
Lemma 4.3. If the explicit fulldiscretization is stable for t.~ E [0, 
derivative semidiscretization is stable. 
(4.11) 
ii], p > 0 and r(0, z) = 1 then the 
Observe that Lemma 4.3 is not necessarily true if r(0, z) # 1. As an example consider the first 
order scheme 
r(k z) = (t - P)/Z + P + fz, 
which is stable at least in [0, 0.751. Its derivative semidiscretization 
p(z)= l- l/z 
is unstable since 
Rep(e”)=l--cost>0 fortE(O,2T). 
Lemma 4.4. Assume the explicit fulldiscretization r(p, z) with r(0, z) = 1 has order p and scaled 
error constant c( ji). Then the associated derivative semidiscretization has order q >, p. If q = p then 
W= -(l/V)(c,+,+W)) asP+O, (4.12) 
where c,,, is the error constant of the derivative semidiscretization. 
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Proof. Using r(0, z) = 1 in (2.9) gives 
(z”-l)//.P-(T(~, z)-r(0, Z))/~=~~C(~)(z-l)P+1+O((z-l)p+2). 
For the derivative method one has 
(4.13) 
log z - &(O, z)& = c,+,(z - l)q+’ + o((z - l)q+2). (4.14) 
The left hand side of (4.13) tends to the left hand side of (4.14) as ,u + 0. Hence q z p and if 
p = q then 
PC(P) = c,+, + O(P) 
and (4.12) follows immediately from Definition 2.6 0 
Proof of Theorem 4.1. Assume there is a fulldiscretization r( ~1, z) which satisfies the assumptions 
but violates either the order condition (4.1) or it has equality in (4.1) but violates the condition on 
the scaled error constants. By Lemma 4.3 its derivative method ar(0, z)/+ is stable. Since 
ar(0, z)/+ satisfies the assumptions in Theorem 3.4 one obtains by Lemma 4.4 immediately a 
contradiction to Theorem 3.4. Cl 
We would like to point out that the proof heavily relies on the fact that the scheme is as a first 
approximation, good described by its derivative semidiscretization. However, this is not the case 
if r(0, z) # 1. If r( z, 0) # 1 then one still can introduce a derivative semidiscretization. Instead of 
(4.12) one has 
c’(b) = (1/QP+‘)(c* + cp+++ o(p’)), 
where co+i is the error constant of the derivative semidiscretization and C* is independent of the 
I 
semidiscretization. Thus if C* # 0 the derivative semidiscretization 
term in the error constant. 
describes only the second 
5. Accuracy bounds for implicit discretizations 
An implicit full discretization of (2.1) has the form 
S s 
C bj(P)Um+j,n+l= C aj(P)u,+j,n, m=09 III19 f2Pa’.9 
j--R j- -r (5 4 
u mo = u(mAx, 0) given, 
Here we assume that ai( bj(p) 
(2.4), the characteristic functions 
m=o, *1, f2 ,.... 
are analytic for p > 0 and in C’[O, cc). Using the embedding 
S(P, z>= t bj(P)z' 
j- -R 
and the shift operator (5.1) takes the form 
s(c1, T,,)U(x, t + At) = r(~, T,,)U(x, t). (5.2) 
Clearly (5.2) makes sense only if one can solve for U( x, t + At ). Let us denote by f the 
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Fouriertransform of f: 
f(s) = /r emixEf(x) dx. 
-CC 
Then, transforming (5.2) yields 
s(p, eiAXC)ir(<, t + At) = r(p, e”-‘<)&‘(t, t). (5.3) 
From this we see that (5.2) can be solved for U(x, t + At) if 
s(p,z)#O forlzJ=l. (5 -4) 
Henceforth we shall assume that (5.4) holds for all p under consideration. Observe that 
multiplying (5.1) by a number does not change the scheme. Hence we can introduce the 
normalization 
s(p, 1) = 1. (5-5) 
Further the scheme does not change if we increase R and r by k and decrease S and s by k. 
Hence by (5.4) we can introduce the normalization: 
R:=numberofzerosofS(~,z)withIzI<l, 
S:=numberofzerosofs(p, z)withjzl >1. 
(5.6) 
Here we have used the natural conventions that if bs_i(p*) = 0 for i = 0, 1,. . . , j - 1 and 
bs_j(p*) # 0 then z = cc is an j-fold zero of s. Similarly if b_R+i(p*) = 0 for i = 0, 1,. . . , j - 1 
and 6_R+j(p*) # 0 then z = 0 is an j-fold zero of s. Observe that by the analyticity of b(p) one 
can have in any finite interval only finitely may p* with bs(p*) = 0 or b_R(p*) = 0. This 
normalization is arbitrary for our problem on the whole real line. However, if one has the half 
line 0 <x < cc or a finite interval then (5.2) can be solved for U(x, t + At) if and only if (5.6) 
holds, see Iserles and Strang [5]. 
The theory is basically the same as for explicit full discretization except that one has to replace 
T(P, z) by r(p, z)/s(p, z). The scheme is stable if 
I~(P, z)/&., z)] G 1 for IzI = 1 (5 -7) 
and (2.9) is replaced by 
z’-r(/L, z)/s(/.4, z)=/LP+V(~)(z-l)P+1+o((z-l)P+2) (5.8) 
as z + 1. If we scale using I= r + s, as for the explicit schemes, this still gives a scaled error 
constant which does not change if m time steps are interpreted as one large time step, i.e. the new 
scheme is characterized by 
&V, z) = Trn(P, z), $&W, z> =s”(c1, z). 
However I is no longer a good measure for the work to be done per time step. (5.1) represents an 
infinite system of equations with a banded doubly infinite matrix of bandwidth R + S. If the 
factorization is known solving (5.1) for Um,n+l is proportional to R + S. Hence we define: 
Definition 5.1. Let 
S(P, z)= s: bj(p)zi 
j--R 
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describe the implicite part of the fulldiscretization (5.2) with 6_R(p) t 0 and 6,(p) * 0. Then 
L:=R+S 
is called the length of impliciteness of the scheme 
Definition 5.2. Let C(p) be the error constant of an implicit fulldiscretization of order p and L 
its length of impliciteness. Then 
C(b) := LPC( Ljq, ji E [o, ii/L] (5 -9) 
is the scaled error constant. 
The discussion of the scaled error constant of explicit schemes in Section 2 carries over 
naturally to the implicit schemes, just replace 1 by L. 
In order to prove accuracy bounds for fulldiscretizations one needs corresponding bounds for 
implicit semidiscretizations. If 
s s 
p(z) = c cYiZj, a(z)= c &‘, 
j- -r j--R 
then 
e(T,,)du,(t)/dt = (c/Ax)P(G,)u,(t), t’ 0, (5.10) 
uk (0) given for k E H , 
is called an implicit semidiscretization of (2.1). For solvability of (5.10) for du,/dt we assume 
a(~)#0 for 121 =l. (5.11) 
Further we assume the normalizations 
a(1) = 1 (5.12) 
and 
R:=numberofzerosof u(z)withlzl ~1, 
SI=numberofzerosofu(z)withIzI>l. 
The sernidiscretization is stable if and only if 
Re(p(z)/o(z)) d 0 for IzI G 1 
(5.13) 
(5.14) 
and has order p and order constant c,,, if 
g(z) -log z = cp+l(z - Qp+’ + O((z - l)p+2) (5.15) 
and C,+I # 0. Let s 2 S then by Theorem 7 in Jeltsch [7] there exists a unique sernidiscretization 
of exact order p = 2s + 2s and error constant ~(4~s). In Strack [12] it is shown that this scheme 
is stable and normalized. Similarly for t > R there exists a unique semidiscretization 
r+1 R+l 
@,R( Z) = Em 2jZj/ C )jZj 
j- -r j--R 
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of exact order p = 2r + 2 R + 2 and error constant c( QrrR). In Strack [12] it is shown that this 
scheme has features similar to the ones of TV. In particular QrrR has a pole at z = - 1. 
Theorem 5.3. Assume a discretization satisfies (5.11) and is normalized. Then if it is stable one has 
p<min{r+s+R+S,2r+2R+2,2s+2S}. (5.16) 
If in addition, one has equality in (5.16) and r > R, s >, S, then the error constant cr+ 1 satisfies 
( -l)‘-R+lcP+l > ( -l)r-R+l c(@~R)>O fors+S>r+R++ 
and 
(-l)S-S+‘Cp+l >, (-l)r-S+1 c(rc/,s)>O fors+Ras+S. 
(5.17) 
(5.18) 
The bound (5.16) was first given by Iserles and Strang [5] under the additional condition 
r >, R, s > S. In Iserles and Williamson [6] an error in the proof in [5] has been corrected. 
Williamson [18] showed (5.16) without the above additional condition. The bounds (5.17), (5.18) 
are due to Strack [12]. These results are obtained by comparing the general scheme either with 
QrR or Jlss. Using Hairer’s idea [2] leads to a simplification of the proofs, see Strack [13]. Observe 
that for s + S = r + R + 1 the bound p < r + s + R + S is due to a parameter count. Again by 
Theorem 7 in Jeltsch [7] there exists a unique scheme to given r z R, s 2 S. However whether 
these schemes atisfy (5.11), are normalized and stable has only been investigated for the cases 
]R + S - r - s] < 1, see Iserles and Williamson [6] and R = S < r = s, see Strack [12,13]. 
Now we can state the final result on implicit semidiscretization. 
Theorem 5.4. Assume the implicit fulldiscretization is normalized. Then if it is stable for [0, ji], 
r-1 > 0 and r(0, z)/s(O, z) = 1 then 
p<min{r+s+R+S,2r+2R+2,2s+2S}. (5.19) 
The scaled error constant has the form 
w = -l/v(cr+l+ O(B)). (5.20) 
If equality holds in (5.19) and r >, R, s z S then one has (5.17) for s + S z r + R + 2 and (5.18) 
for r + R z s + S. 
The bound (5.19) is due to Iserles and Strang [5]. Theorem 5.4 follows from Theorem 5.3 in 
exactly the same way as we showed Theorem 4.1 from Theorem 3.4. One introduces the 
derivative sernidiscretization 
P(Z)= i ajz”= $(r(p, Z)-S(p, Z))/ j- -_r* p-0’ 
with 
u(z) = ; pjzj:= s(0, z) 
j--R* 
r* := max{ r, R}, s* := max{s, S}, 
R* =min{r, R}, s* :=min{s, S}. 
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Lemmata 4.3 and 4.4 remain valid if the condition r(0, z) = 1 is replaced by r(0. z)/s(O, z) = 1. 
By this last condition one has 
P(Z) a G? z) 
u(z) = acl S(F, z> /&-cl 
which explains the name derivative semidiscretizations. 
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